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Fred & Rose West - Britain's Most Infamous Killer CouplesOn the 24th of February 1994, police

knocked on the door of an aging house in the English town of Gloucester. Theyâ€™d come to serve

a search warrant in the case of a missing girl â€“ the daughter of the house's inhabitants. What they

uncovered would shock the world: decades of child abuse, an underground torture chamber, and a

burial ground containing the bodies of the spent victims of the torture-- including that of the missing

daughter. The address was 25 Cromwell Street, and these discoveries would earn it the moniker

â€œThe House of Horrorsâ€•.At the end of the investigation, the number of the murdered was twelve

â€“ all young females, including one daughter and one stepdaughter. The couple responsible were

Rosemary and Frederick West, and this book will tell you their story. Weâ€™ll start from the very

beginning, with the killersâ€™ childhoods and upbringings, exploring in detail the factors that

contributed to their later depravities. From there weâ€™ll detail the crimes themselves, following the

tragic tales of their victims, including the mechanisms that led them to their grim fates. Weâ€™ll

examine how the full extent of their crimes was uncovered in the subsequent investigation. Finally,

weâ€™ll dig into the malignancies both surrounding the killers and within themselves that drove

them to perpetrate their heinous acts.This book is not one for the faint of heart. It enters into graphic

details that may upset those of a delicate constitution. It is a true life report on real events. If you

believe as I do that we are better served knowing and understanding the full depths of darkness the

human soul is capable of, and if you are able to stomach this knowledge, then read on and discover

the story of one of Britain's most infamous killer couples.Scroll up and click on the Buy Now button

at the top of this page, and begin looking into the life and minds of Fred & Rose West.
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This free book from  was a look at serial killer couple, Rose and Fred West, whose dozen (or

possibly more?) victims finally received justice for their brutal deaths. The book was light on details,

alluding to BDSM, rape, and dismemberment, but the events were watered down so most people

could read the book without too much trouble. I was disappointed in the author's personal opinions

and queries to the reader, instead of keeping to known facts and police reports. A good free read if

you know nothing about the murders, but I have no idea how this reached "Best Seller" status, the

writing was average, and the events felt pulled form headlines rather than researched.

I must say, I was both petrified and disgusted with the West's criminal acts. Only depraved animals

like them can perform such horrific tortures and deaths upon innocent human beings. Without

revealing more information, family members will never receive their proper justice which is so very

heartbreaking. Both Rose and Fred got what they deserved. Thank you Mr. Green, I appreciated

every word in this book. This is highly recommended

This book was very intense, and I can't say that I actually "enjoyed" reading it. However, once I

started it, I couldn't put it down! The fact that this could happen in relatively modern times (1960's,

70's and 80's) is overwhelming.

I am a frequent reader of true crime. As a psychologist it follows that I would be interested in

learning what constitutes the mind of violent members of society. This book is the least insightful of

any I have read. It is nothing more than a reiteration of information that might be found in a

newspaper account and shows a distinct lack of research. Add some Psych 101 guesses and you

have it. Not worth the time.



I just finished this powerful book. The writing was excellent. I am an avid reader and enjoy mysteries

very much. Knowing that this was a true story was extremely disturbing. The only reason I didn't

give it a 5 rating was for this reason. Kudos to Ryan Green

This book is poorly written and has apparently not been checked for grammatical errors. I can't

speak to the accuracy of the story, but if pressed for my opinion then I would say that based on the

writing style and presentation I am skeptical.

Great rendition of this sad tale. Learned a lot about the psychological backgrounds of the 2 serial

killers not previously discussed in tv shows about the pair. I would like to see a 2nd book based on

the lIves of the children of this couple (at least the ones who know they were part of this family). It

would be an interesting study to see how the dynamics of their childhood and subsequent arrest of

their parents impacted their lives and their methods for parenting. Well written and easy to

understand.

It's bad enough when one molester/ murderer is found in a country, but this is a married couple who

worked together to harm strangers, acquaintances and their own children.This book deals with the

details of the Wests' evil, and talks about why they became the monsters they were.
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